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suggests future uses for artificial financial aspects that could be
slightly, where the Russian
useful for project design, and
reefs in the European context.
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operation of hatcheries.
Readership: Professionals
Fishes of the North-eastern
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working on or interested in the
uses of artificial reefs for fishery Atlantic and the Mediterranean Mussels are the principal
Aquapress
shellfish reared, led by Spain,
management, coastal zone
management, aquaculture and
This review reports on
followed by oysters in France
nature conservation. The case
aquaculture development
and clams in Italy. While
studies of reef research
trends and challenges during
publicly quoted companies
programmes make the book ideal 2000–2018 in the European
have led salmon development
for degree students studying
Region covering 51 countries in Northern Europe, elsewhere
topics in ecology, and fisheries
including European Union
aquaculture is done, with few
and coastal management.
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exceptions, by SMEs and micro-studied, indicating evolving
enterprises. Mechanisms for
influences on purchase
financial support exist for
decisions. These include the use
aquaculture development
of additives, food miles,
throughout Europe but these
climate change, acceptance of
have notnbeen matched by
manufacturing practices, cost
anticipated results. When
and access as well as health
unpredictable and timebenefits.
consuming licensing
Fish of Britain & Europe
procedures are combined with Springer Science & Business
extreme competition for space Media
and strict environmental
Covering the whole of
regulations, both growth and
Europe, this guide includes
investments are discouraged.
every species of fish found
Technology development focus
in both fresh and salt water.
has been given to structures
Distribution maps are
appropriate for marine offincluded for every species,
shore or ‘open ocean’
showing where in Europe
operation. The use of
they occur.
recirculating aquaculture
Field Identification Guide to the
systems (RAS) for large
operations has also developed, Sharks and Rays of the
Mediterranean and Black Sea
both for hatcheries and for
Springer Nature
farms. Treatment for diseases
Deel 1 van een serie van 3 bevat
and parasites remains
een determinatietabel en een
problematic. Use of the same beschrijving van soorten uit 64
vaccines, veterinary treatments families. De 3 delen zullen totaal
and disinfectants is not
1256 soorten van 218 families
standardised, restricting the
omvatten
best health and welfare
practices. Access to appropriate
and efficient ingredients for
formulated feeds remains a key
issue for European fish
farming, directly influencing
productivity and profitability.
The European Union is the
world’s largest single market
for seafood and the most
important destination for
European aquaculture
production. With preferences
declared for wild products vs.
farmed, the habits of the
European consumer have been
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